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Eccentric 
Orange
Hex: F04E24
CMYK: 0.00 0.68 0.85 
RGB: 240 78 36

Brynhurst
Azul
Hex: 194172
CMYK: 0.78 0.43 0.55
RGB: 25 65 114

Stone
Silver
Hex: F2F3F4
CMYK: 0.01 0.00 0.04
RGB: 242 243 244

Intentional
Green
Hex: 007371
CMYK: 1.00 0.00 0.04
RGB: 0 115 113 4 



“When applied correctly design provides understanding.
 Coincidentally, 

there is no greater thing in the world than understanding”

Arrival
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Projects

GATEGATE Project -4



“Snerdy”

Snerdy is a brand built on culture and consistant with con-
tent that supports that culture. The initial focus was two 
gentleman passionate about sneakers with a shared de-
sire for high quality fashion. What they soon realized was 
that the they had a passion and passion was the true com-
mon ground not the shared interest in clothing. Snerdy was 
born. A play on words that was sneakers and nerds joined 
together but grew into so much more. Snerdy can be sup-
ported by anyone who has a passion for anything! This 
is a proud lifestyle streetwear brand with an emphasis on 
sneaker and urban culture but is influenced heavily on cre-
atives and people that share a common ground. Having a 
passion, Staying motivated, and Creative!

Logo Design, Print Specification



GATEGATE Project -6

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

Process



“Your Elevation Is Necessary”

Jasmine Leeann is a writer and entrepenuer that has an on-
line website “Elevated Expressions” and a published book 
“Your Elevation Is Necessary” is a project I enjoyed creating 
along side Daniel Thomas for the design layout. The book 
cover was designed with the intent to make the reader look 
as if they are reflecting on the journey of their own life and 
how to expand upon it in hopes to discover what is most 
important to that particular person. The design showcases a 
lotus flower design unlike any other. If you look into the cen-
ter of the Louts you can see a heart, figure 8, and a circle. 
This symbol looks to be an indivdual meditating, however it 
is also a visual metaphor for mind, body, and soul.

YOUR 

ELEVATION 
IS NECESSARY

Jasmine Leeann

The journey to fulfiling eternal success while 
freeing the spirit and training the mind.

Book Design
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“Sugar Coated”

Sugar oated is an awesome brand dedicated to 
making your custom confectionary come to life. 
This brand is a great example of food design. I 
had the pleasure of creating the large box for this 
brand. Catered cookies in excess of two or more 
doven will be put inside this packaging for Sugar 
Coated. I displayed the layout of the packaging to 
the right. Following pictures are the package de-
sign in full use. I was able to stay consistent within 
the color pallet and put the logo I designed on 
full display while creating a safe package for the 
cookies to arrive to the customer 

Logo/Package
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“Supply The Buyers”

Supply The Buyers is a brand I am creating that 
tells my life’s story through animated characters 
that represent figures and experiences I have en-
countered throuught my life.  The concept behind 
the name is that i have stories so compelling as 
long as i supply the audience they will consume 
the stories and merchandise that comes with it. 

In this project I utilized three major fields of de-
sign. Those fields of design were graphic illustra-
tion. photography, and Screen printing. To create 
this shirt I illustrated the graphic in adobe inde-
sign. I prepared my screen and vellum I used the 
platon to align the graphic size to scale and then 
applied the ink. Lastly I modeled and too photo-
graphs of the shirt in use. Laslty there is a lighter 
to show the multiple uses of this graphic as I il-
lustrate more characters and think of more items 
Supply The buyers brand will utilize.

Screen print, Photograhy, Illustration



Screen Printing Design
GATEGATE Project- 12
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GATEGATE Logo- 14

Logo
Design
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SLAB

smart girl.smart girl.

GATEGATE Logo-15Each logo was conceptualized and designed originally by A.W.Allen. Each logo went through a rigorus 3 Step Process to come to fruition



C H I L D R E N S  C L O T H I N G  C O M P A N Y

oatedoated
SugarSugar
S r  per.

Permanent Makeup Artistry

LACKLACK ARADISEARADISE
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GATEGATE Logo-16All logos undergo note taking, prelimanry Sketches, preliminary digital composition, and heavy critique prior to completion and turnover to client



Gifted HandsGifted Hands
Health SolutionsHealth Solutions

BB L

HAIR CARE

GATEGATE Logo- 17Each logo was conceptualized and designed originally by Andre Allen. Each logo went through a vigorus 3 Step Process to come to fruition



HERMESHERMES LOGISTICSLOGISTICS

Gifted ScrubsGifted Scrubs
Premium Medical Apparel

GATEGATE Logo-18All logos undergo note taking, prelimanry Sketches, preliminary digital composition, and heavy critique prior to completion and turnover to client
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Illustrations

GATEGATE Illustration-20



tm

tm

Cre-8 Collaboratory is a unique brand 
dedicated to creative expression at its high-
est level. In our main complex we offer our 
patrons many options for design and high-
quality merchandise. While our main space 
of operation “The Lab”, offers these services  
it is critical our pictogram system makes it 
easy for our patrons to navigate the com-
plex and understand where items are locat-
ed in the facility. This Pictogram family all 
feature the “C” or “The Bolt”  two graphic 
icons utilized in the visual Identity of Cre-8 
Collaboratory.

Cre-8
Illustrations tm
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Pictograms

Parking Fire Extinguisher Restroom Trash Music WiFi

Coffee Sales Info. Employee Smoking Charging Station

GATEGATE

System

Illustration-22



Cre-8 Collaboratory Exterior

Sketch
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Cre-8 Collaboratory EInterior

Sketch

Illustration-24



TOP VIEW

tm

Cre-8 Collaboratory has a vivid color pal-
let that is very expressive. The staff at cre-8 
Collaboratory will be comfortable in our tri-
blend t-shirts and athletic joggers. Our Mer-
cedes G Wagon is utilized for pop-up shops 
and making sure people know exactly who 
we are outside of our main facility. The mer-
chandise patrons can purchase is our fitted 
new era caps, neoprene drawstring bags, 
and our limited edition stylus. The masks will 
be distributed upon entry of the facility.

Cre-8
Illustrations
Vehicle, Uniform Ephemora

tm



Think BigThink Big.     8 .     8 BIGGERBIGGER!!CRECRE

Think BigThink Big.     8 .     8 BIGGERBIGGER!!CRECRE

TOP VIEW

Think BigThink Big.     8 .     8 BIGGERBIGGER!!CRECRE

tm

GATEGATE Illustration-26



Departure

Departure-27

Ready to go wherever the job 
requires!

A.W.Allen

 design understood

Design


